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Listen to track 11. Read the statements. Write T (true) or F (false) according to the 
Listening. 

_______ 1. In the past, women sometimes wore hats outdoors. 
_______ 2. Men took off their hats to show respect. 
_______ 3. John F. Kennedy was the first president who did not wear a hat in public. 
_______ 4. Elvis Presley made hats popular. 

 
Read the statements about improving your listening skills. Write T (true) or F 
(false). 

_______ 5. Before listening to the talk on the etiquette of hats, it would be good to 
think about what you know about hair styles and hairdressers. 

_______ 6. Before listening to the talk on the etiquette of hats, it would be good to 
think about what you know about hats. 

_______ 7. Before listening to the talk on the etiquette of hats, it would be good to 
think about what you know about manners and etiquette. 

_______ 8. Before listening to the talk on the etiquette of hats, it would be good to 
think about what you know about politics.  

 
Complete the sentence with the correct word from the word bank: 
behavior courtesy etiquette manners polite rude 

 
9. In many situations, you need to use words like please and thank you to be 

____________________. 

10. Good ____________________ are important when you are having dinner with 

somebody. 

11. There are many books on ____________________, and they describe the rules for 

courtesy in different situations.  

12. In many countries, it is ____________________ to shout at people. 

13. Another word for good manners is ____________________. 

14. The student had to leave the class because of his bad ____________________. 
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Match each underlined word or phrase with the correct definition.  
_______ 15. The student was very attentive. He listened carefully to everything the 

teacher said. 
_______ 16. I have a lot of respect for people who work in education. 
_______ 17. She uses exercise to deal with stress. She usually goes for a walk. 
_______ 18. Your advice was very valuable. It really helped me. 
_______ 19. Eli’s aunt had a positive influence on him. She helped him to become a 

better student. 
_______ 20. I want to improve my grades. I need to study more. 

 
A. the power to change how someone or something acts 
B. to make something better 
C. very useful or important  
D. to solve a problem  
E. watching or listening carefully 
F. consideration for the rights and feelings of other people 

 
Choose the word that is different from the other words. 

21.  
A. common 
B. usual 
C. natural 

22.  
A. best 
B. nice 
C. ideal 

23.  
A. employee  
B. boss 
C. manager 

24.  
A. often 
B. sometimes 
C. frequently 

25.  
A. shape 
B. color 
C. form 

26.  
A. enjoyable 
B. pleasant  
C. exciting 
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Complete the sentence. Choose A or B. 
27.  We’re lost. Maybe we _____ stop and get directions. 

A. should 
B. shouldn’t  

28. What _____ I do? 
A. should 
B. shouldn’t 

29. You _____ call interviewers by their first names in a job interview unless they tell 
you to. 
A. should 
B. shouldn’t 

30. You _____ go out tonight. You have a test tomorrow, and you need to study. 
A. should 
B. shouldn’t 

31. In some fancy restaurants, you ____ wear jeans.  
A. should 
B. shouldn’t  

32. _____ I invite him to my party? 
A. Should 
B. Shouldn’t  

33. He _____ stay at home tonight because he’s sick. 
A. should 
B. shouldn’t 

 
Listen to track 12. How many times are the /s/ and /z/ sounds linked to vowels? 
Choose the best response. 

34. Bad manners are a problem in our office. 
A. one 
B. two 
C. three 
 

Listen to track 13. How many times are the /s/ and /z/ sounds linked to vowels? 
Choose the best response. 

35. There are a lot of rules about hats in etiquette books. 
A. one 
B. two 
C. three 
 

Listen to track 14. How many times are the /s/ and /z/ sounds linked to vowels? 
Choose the best response. 

36. The students admitted they made a mistake. 
A. one 
B. two 
C. three 
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Listen to track 15. How many times are the /s/ and /z/ sounds linked to vowels? 
Choose the best response. 

37. Men took off their hats indoors. 
A. one 
B. two 
C. three 
 

Match each first part of a sentence to the correct second part. 
_______ 38. Maybe you shouldn’t 
_______ 39. Don’t you think you should 
_______ 40. I think you should 
 
A. talk to your teacher? I’m sure he can help you! 
B. ask your doctor about your health. It’s a good idea to speak to her. 
C. call your classmates now. It’s 11 p.m., and they might be asleep. 

 
 
 


